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Computational psychiatry is a young field that uses computational approaches to advance our understanding of mental health and to develop practical applications to improve treatment outcomes for patients (1). The use of computational tools is motivated by the recognition that mental health is hugely complex and requires sophisticated tools. A growing number of researchers from a wide range of disciplines related to psychiatry, including machine learning, computational neuroscience, neuroimaging, cognitive psychology, and others, are attracted by the challenge of applying sophisticated mathematical tools and the relevance of using these tools to improve patients’ suffering.

However, computational psychiatry is not the first approach to raise hopes about improvements to mental health. Despite notable progress, it is difficult to ignore the frustrating inability of neuroscience to redefine disease and treatment categories, the slowing down of advances in psychopharmacology, and the glaring absence of genetic and neuroimaging methods to standard clinical practice after decades of intensive and expensive research. To earn its use of the term “psychiatry,” the field will need to focus on improving patients’ well-being: to understand and to treat are not always the same. The articles in this issue illustrate the breadth of computational psychiatry along the range from understanding to treatment.

In terms of promoting understanding, it is useful to remember Marr’s (2) distinction between levels of description: what problem a system tries to solve; the algorithm it employs; and how it is implemented. Computational models can help us understand how these levels are linked (e.g., how modifying aspects of the circuit [the implementation] might affect task performance [the purpose]). Two classes of models, those of Bayesian inference and of reinforcement learning (RL), have been particularly prominent.

Bayesian theories view perception as an inferential process that combines sensory evidence with pre-existing prior expectations (3) that influence early sensory processing through top-down projections. Powers et al. (4) argue that hallucinations in schizophrenia might be due to overly strong top-down projections such that percepts are created even in the absence of stimuli. This could explain why contents of hallucinations often relate to the patient’s inner life. On the other hand, the idea that schizophrenia involves overly strong top-down influences goes against evidence that it involves impairments in the formation or use of expectations (5) and in the prefrontal areas (6) that provide the highest level of top-down biases (7,8). A possible reconciliation of these seemingly contradictory ideas might be that patients with schizophrenia have difficulties forming appropriate expectations, even if they form inappropriate expectations. Indeed, patients with schizophrenia exhibit both reduced adaptive learning and increased aberrant learning, and the coexistence of these two disturbances can be explained by the specifics of the dopaminergic disturbances in schizophrenia (9). Notably, it is the increased aberrant learning—which could give rise to aberrant expectations—that relates to positive symptoms (10,11).

Harlé et al. (12) also use Bayesian approaches, but at a far more granular level, and applied to substance use. They examine the neural processes of trial-by-trial variation in impulsivity on the stop-signal task (13) in methamphetamine use disorder. Impulsivity seems related to a reduced ability to detect deviations from predictions. The regions showing this difference, the caudate and orbitofrontal cortices, are involved in goal-directed decision making. It raises the possibility that the inability to pursue longer-term goals in methamphetamine use disorder may involve an inability to adapt the relevant predictions.

Next, three articles examine RL approaches to psychiatric disorders. RL is orthogonal and complementary to Bayesian approaches and is concerned with inferring behavioral policies that maximize long-term rewards. Dopaminergic neurons report one of its key computational signals, the temporal prediction error (PE), in great detail (14,15), meaning that RL provides a particularly tight link between all three of Marr’s levels. Such a link has proven particularly fruitful to shed light on the mechanistic substrates of psychiatric disorders with dopaminergic involvement, including addiction and schizophrenia (16).

Intuitively, RL provides a particularly compelling account of addiction: drugs of abuse affect dopamine, and clearly undermine adaptive choice. The link was made early (17) and has survived even though some specific predictions were not borne out (18). However, to what extent the very specific predictions really are borne out in particular disorders in humans is not clear. Huys et al. (19) review the neuroimaging evidence for PEs in alcohol addiction, finding it weak. This has important consequences for both translational and clinical studies. It points toward a more complex process that may involve homeostatic adjustments difficult to model in animal studies and questions the notion that alcohol use disorder (and possibly substance use disorders more generally) are learning disorders due to abnormal RL processes.

Dowd et al. (20) investigated RL in schizophrenia and its relation to anhedonia and avolition. They replicated prior findings that patients are impaired at learning from positive but not negative feedback and that anhedonia/avolition correlates with reduced striatal activation to positive feedback (9,21-23). Contrary to previous studies, they failed to find group differences in PE signals in the ventral striatum, but
interpreting null findings is always challenging; for robust conclusions, these results will have to be combined meta-analytically with those of similar studies (23). Their key finding, however, was that early in learning, patients engaged cognitive control regions less than controls did, which highlights the importance of considering executive function deficits when interpreting RL findings in schizophrenia (24,25). Such more general disturbances, however, do not explain the specificity of patients’ deficits in learning from positive, but not negative, feedback, so they do not rule out a specific RL deficit (9).

Culbreth et al. (26) also investigated PE signals in two samples of medicated patients with schizophrenia, using a probabilistic reversal-learning task. As expected under the idea that negative symptoms relate to reduced phasic firing of dopamine neurons for relevant cues and outcomes (9), they replicated previous correlations between blunted PE signaling in the ventral striatum and negative symptoms (27). They did not, however, find an overall difference between patients and healthy controls, which is surprising given that several prior studies have reported such differences in both medicated and unmedicated patients, and even a meta-analysis has tentatively confirmed that such differences exist (23,24,27). Interpreting null results is fraught with difficulties, especially in complex multistep analyses such as those in model-based functional magnetic resonance imaging; nonetheless, the study by Culbreth et al. (26) is the largest investigating these issues so far and had 83% power to detect a medium effect size (0.5); a Bayesian analysis suggested that the null hypothesis was moderately more likely than a medium effect. They describe several possible explanations for the discrepancy between their findings and prior ones, including an explanation that seems particularly compelling: they did not analyze separately positive and negative PEs, and in reversal-learning tasks negative PEs are typically large and salient because they occur at block transitions. Their findings might therefore reflect the importance of negative PEs in their task. Indeed, as noted previously, patients with schizophrenia are not impaired at learning from negative feedback, and they have blunted striatal signaling of positive, but not negative, PEs (27,28). This interpretation dovetails nicely with ideas tying disrupted phasic bursting of dopamine neurons to schizophrenia (9,29), as such disturbances would affect positive, but not negative, PEs.

These RL studies, when considered together with the prior literature, demonstrate that the methods of computational psychiatry are sufficiently well developed, robust, and sensitive to uncover mechanistic insights that are commonly replicated across studies, while at the same time highlighting that other findings remain difficult to pin down conclusively. As in other areas of neuroscience, part of the problem is the use of excessively small samples, aggravated by the heterogeneity of methods used—both of which call for efforts for greater collaboration and standardization of methods in the field.

The second part of the issue illustrates how computational psychiatry may improve treatment outcomes. First, there is now an extensive literature on the use of electroencephalography to predict pharmacological treatment outcome in depression. Wade and losifescu’s (30) detailed review highlights that due to a lack of replication it is still unclear which measures will be clinically useful. However, they also discuss the only existing phase II study (31) of computational techniques applied to practical clinical problems. They found that an algorithm that only has access to resting electroencephalography selected antidepressant treatments better than did clinicians following a state-of-the-art protocol. Machine learning may hence extract features from neuroimaging, behavioral, or other data that allow clinically relevant improvements in selecting medication for individuals. Jollans and Whelan (32) review advances in applying machine-learning techniques to these issues across several psychiatric disorders. Just as Wade and losifescu (30) did, they find that studies vary widely in sample size, selection of features, statistical approaches, and tools to avoid overfitting or improve generalization (33). Marquand et al. (34) finally take a step back and argue that clustering efforts have yielded, overall, highly variable results and have failed to yield stable subtypes, particularly when considering different data or algorithms. Their key suggestion is an alternative way forward: a type of normative modeling akin to growth curves, whereby pathological outliers are identified with respect to the distribution of values in both control and patient groups, rather than with respect to group distinctions that are difficult a priori. This addresses several key shortcomings of current approaches, particularly the need to assume homogeneity among clinical (sub)groups. As in Anna Karenina, happy families might be alike, but every unhappy family might be unhappy in its own way.

The final contribution is ours (35). In it, we build on the insights of numerous prior investigations and attempt to chart a way forward for computational psychiatry. Our central suggestion is the adoption of a common pipeline inspired by the drug-development pipeline. We identify five phases in the development of computational tools for clinical purposes: 1) preclinical development, where potential tools are identified; 2) phase I, examining the robustness of the approach; 3) demonstration of clinical efficacy in phase II; 4) providing multisite evidence of clinical utility in phase III; and 5) extending the application to new target populations in phase IV. Key to realizing this pipeline is the establishment of an international community, which collaborates to rapidly develop promising tools and apply them to different psychiatric diseases. This in turn involves the sharing of tasks, analysis tools, computational resources, and trial protocols, all of which are becoming increasingly feasible.

Computational psychiatry is an emerging field encompassing a breadth of approaches. To bring these together and improve outcomes for patients, a number of challenges have to be met. First, we need a radically open data and model environment (i.e., an infrastructure and a community that are willing to share data and computational approaches among investigators). Open interaction and analysis of data should accelerate progress beyond what is possible within an individual laboratory. It will also further the expertise and understanding of academic psychiatrists who are not familiar with computational approaches. Second, we need to work with multilevel dimensional psychopathological approaches to redefine disease models. For example, computational treatment of the dynamical conceptualization of mental states may
help to develop prediction models that can be used to forecast the risk of an individual to experience a depressive or manic episode. Third, a mechanistic understanding of mental health and disease is the ultimate goal, but subject-specific prediction of future mental health or disease states may be the low-hanging fruit that will enable us to show the utility of computational psychiatry. A structured framework as proposed in Paulus et al. (35) may help to accomplish this.
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